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Introduction
Sholl analysis (Sholl, 1953) , is a widely used method in neurobiology to quantify the complexity of dendritic arbours. A Sholl profile is obtained by plotting the number of dendrite intersections against the radial distance from the soma centre. The number of intersections is then plotted as a function of radial distance from which a summary estimate (area under the Sholl profile) can be derived as a single measure of dendritic complexity. Assessing neuronal morphology changes is essential when investigating mechanisms involved in disease progression and treatments in animal models (Gutierrez et al., 2004; Torres-Garcia et al., 2012) . Sholl plots can also be used to summarise the distribution of synaptic contacts or mitochondria within dendritic arbours and provide a sensitive read out for neuronal development and disease (Barrow et al., 1999; Beauquis et al., 2013; Eyermann et al., 2012; Isaura Martinez-Tellez et al., 2009; Lerner et al., 2012; Schoenen, 1982; Williams et al., 2012) . Sholl analysis is an invaluable tool for studying mechanisms of disease, as well as quantifying the effects of potential treatments, such as neurotrophic support (Rekha et al., 2011) .
Right-and left-ward shifts of the Sholl profile are indicative of neuron health and profile peak amplitude provides an index for the complexity of the dendritic arbour (Gavalda et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2013) . Further, analysing the branching pattern will help establish the cell type.
Number of branches, number of dendrites, and dendritic field size are among the 15 parameters outlined in the Chalupa classification system of mouse retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) (Coombs et al., 2006) .
Most Sholl analysis packages use 2D tracing of the cell therefore the analysis is carried out in 2D. This may provide relatively accurate measurements for RGCs, which have planar stratification of dendrites (Cook and Podugolnikova, 2001) , however in studies using non-planar neurons a 2D Sholl analysis may introduce error -in these cases 3D analysis may be more appropriate. A 3D reconstruction of a neuron can be created using the Neurolucida dendrite package.
Manual Sholl analysis is a time consuming constraint on the number of cells which can be analysed.
To address this, several groups have developed methods to semi-automate the neuron tracing and perform Sholl counts available as open-source Java plugins and MATLAB scripts (Gensel et al., 2010; Meijering et al., 2004; Myatt et al., 2012; Peng et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2011 ).
Sholl analysis methods generate concentric rings radiating from the soma centre and at each ring the number of dendrites is counted based on difference in contrast between the arbour and the background. The Fast Sholl method uses a novel algorithm which takes the primary dendrite start points, dendritic branch points and dendritic termination points to predict how many dendrites are located at each point of radial distance (Gutierrez and Davies, 2007) . The main limitation of this method is that it assumes that all the dendrites grow away from the soma, i.e. terminate distally to the branch point. The termination points of dendrites which curve back towards the soma may therefore be counted before the respective branch points, resulting in undercounting (Gutierrez and Davies, 2007) .
Although some validations are available, for example for the Fast Sholl MATLAB script (Gutierrez and Davies, 2007) and the Bonfire MATLAB script (Langhammer et al., 2010) , the independent validation of these techniques has not been undertaken in a systematic manner and no comparisons have been made independently between techniques. We therefore evaluated four most commonly used and available techniques (three Java plugins and one MATLAB script) against the manual method.
Methods

Cell Labelling and Image Acquisition
Adult mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation in accordance with the regulations of the UK Home
Office. Eyes were immediately enucleated and retinas gently dissected in Neurobasal-A culture medium (Gibco, Paisley, UK) with the RGC layer facing up on 0.4 µm PTFE cell culture inserts (Millipore, Watford, UK). The inserts were placed into culture dishes (Millipore) containing 1.2 mL of Neurobasal-A culture medium. DiI and DiO-coated tungsten bullets were prepared using 3 mg DiI, 6
mg DiO and 200 mg tungsten beads (1.7 µm diameter) (Grutzendler et al., 2003) . The cells were labelled with the DiI/DiO labelled tungsten particles using a Helios gene gun (Bio-Rad, Hertfordshire, UK), fired at 100 psi helium 5 cm from the retina. The beads were fired through a 3 µm PET membrane filter (Scientific Laboratory Supplies Ltd., Yorkshire, UK) to prevent particle clumping and excessive labelling. The explants were then incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C, 5% CO2. The tissue was fixed in 4% PFA and the nuclear stain TO-PRO-3 (Invitrogen Ltd., Paisley, UK) was applied to identify the RGC layer. Finally, the explants were coverslipped with Prolong Gold antifade reagent (Invitrogen Ltd.).
Images of fluorescently labelled RGCs (Fig. 1A) were obtained by confocal microscopy (Zeiss, LSM 510, release version 4.2 SP1). A separate channel was used for each of the dyes and a 3D image was acquired by creating a z-sta k i μ steps. The a ui ed i ages e e split i to single channels using Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) and stored as 8-bit images.
Sholl Analysis
Images of labelled cells were imported into Fiji and traced without z-projecting the stacks by two observers using the semi-automated plugin Simple Neurite Tracer (Longair et al., 2011, version 2.02). Sholl analyses were then carried out independently by three observers. Two observers traced approximately 50% of the cells each which were then analysed using all methods (except Fast Sholl) on the cells they had traced. The third observer carried out all Fast Sholl analysis using information on soma centre provided by the first two observers. The same location to mark the soma centre was used for each method.
Sholl analysis was performed using Simple Neurite Tracer by first extending the longest primary dendrite to the soma centre. The non-extended tracing was used to produce a z-projected 8-bit trace image (Fig. 1B) , which was used to carry out the additional four methods of Sholl analysis. The estimated geometric centre was marked using the point tool in Fiji and the image was analysed with (Gutierrez and Davies, 2007) ) the soma centre, dendrite branch points and dendrite termination points were marked on the image prior to analysis. The manual method was carried out by digitally tracing rings centred at the soma centre and intersections counted (Fig. 1C ). All Sholl analyses were carried out at 10 µm intervals to a maximum radius of 500 µm.
Statistical Analysis
Microsoft Excel (Office 2010) was used for data formatting and statistical analysis was carried out using IBM SPSS statistics (version 20). Total area under the curve (AUC) was calculated using the trapezoidal rule for each Sholl profile and expressed as a percentage of the AUC of the manual method profile. AUC generates a single measure of the Sholl profile and is therefore a useful single metric to compare overall Sholl profiles. Inter-rater reliability of the manual technique was assessed with an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) test using a two-way mixed effects model and 95%
o fide e i te als easu i g a solute ag ee e t et ee i te se tio s at μ adial i te als for 12 cells measured by two observers (Bartko, 1966 ). The same model was used to test the agreement between each method and the manual method. Comparison of agreement between methods was analysed with Bland-Altman plots (Bland and Altman, 1986) in which the total number of intersections for each cell with the manual method was compared to the total number of intersections for each cell with each of the other methods.
Image processing and code editing
Sholl analysis was carried out on a sub-set of cells using the Ghosh lab and Bitmap methods. The
Bitmap plugin advises the use of direct bitmap images and the Ghosh lab plugin was originally written to enable analysis of tracings, however since both plugins are derived from the same 2D algorithm the potential confounding effects of prior image processing should be considered. To do this, each cell was analysed using both a rasterised 8-bit tracing image and a direct bitmap image (i.e. a thresholded 8-bit image). In addition, blank images were analysed using both methods using the same centre points as each cell, and readings obtained from this analysis were subtracted from the tracing analysis. Finally, cell tracings were analysed using an edited version of the Ghosh lab code, whereby the number of groups on line 445 of the code was reduced from 1.5 to 1. This section of the code helps to differentiate between two dendrites by assigning points of each dendrite to different groups. Tracer analysis ( Fig. 2A) were almost identical to those obtained by manual method (Fig. 2B) .
Results
Comparison of the four
Similarly, the Fast Sholl curve (Fig. 2C ) has showed a close match with the manual method curve, although the amplitude of the peak is slightly lower and the curve does not begin at zero. To describe agreement with the manual method over the first 300 µm an ICC test using a two-way mixed effects model was performed and generated ICCs of 0.998 and 0.959 for Simple Neurite
Tracer and Fast Sholl, respectively. The Sholl profile AUC differences over the first 200 µm relative to the manual method for Simple Neurite Tracer and Fast Sholl are +4.5% and -3.5%, respectively. By contrast, both the Bitmap Sholl analysis and Ghosh Sholl Analysis profiles have reduced main peak amplitude of >5 intersections compared to the manual method profile, and a second, lower peak to the right (Fig.s 2D-E) . ICCs for the Bitmap and Ghosh lab methods are 0.859 and 0.863, respectively, relative to the manual method over the first 300 µm. The Sholl profile AUCs for Bitmap and Ghosh lab Sholl analyses are 21% and 23%, respectively, smaller than the AUC for the manual method (over the first 200 µm).
Bland-Altman plots were constructed (Fig.s 3A-D) using total intersection values for each cell to determine the presence of any systematic errors in the Sholl counts as a function of radial distance.
Simple Neurite Tracer (Fig. 3A , limits of agreement 38.4) and Fast Sholl (Fig. 3B , limits of agreement 77.3) produce measurements which vary very little from the manual method. By contrast, Bitmap Sholl Analysis (Fig. 3C ) and Ghosh lab Sholl Analysis (Fig. 3D ) produce data which vary greatly to readings obtained with the manual method (limits of agreement are 98.7 and 103, respectively).
A sub-set of cells (n=10) was analysed with the Ghosh lab and Bitmap methods in order to identify the source of error in both methods. Analysis was compared to data from the manual method for the same 10 cells (Fig. 4A) . To investigate the effects of image processing the cells were first analysed with both methods using tracing (rasterised) images (Fig.s 4B-C) , and then with direct bitmap images (Fig.s 4D-E) . Relative to the manual method, analysis of both types of image using Ghosh lab and Bitmap methods produced undercounting and an artefact at approximately 250 µm, however undercounting was much greater with Ghosh lab analysis of direct bitmap images. It was noted that analysis of direct bitmap images generated greater error bars than analysis of tracing images.
To account for any artefacts produced by Fiji, readings obtained from analysis of blank images were subtracted from readings obtained by analysis of tracing images (Fig.s 4F-G) . This subtraction resulted in slight undercounting relative to the non-subtracted Sholl profiles (i.e. tracing image analysis), and removal of the second peak.
Finally, the 10 cells were analysed with an edited version of the Ghosh lab code to determine the effect of altering the grouping threshold (Fig. 4H) . The code amendment resulted in overcounting relative to the manual method and presence of the same artefact to the right of the main peak.
Discussion
We compared four commonly used Sholl analysis techniques to the manual method. Sholl profiles produced by Simple Neurite Tracer and Fast Sholl Analysis showed excellent agreement with manual Sholls. It should be noted that the presence of large errors bars in Fig.s 2A-E is a result of pooling multiple classes of RGC, which each have their own distinct Sholl profile (Coombs et al., 2006 ).
Simple Neurite Tracer shows good agreement with the manual method for the total number of intersections (Fig. 3A) . The Gutierrez model assumes that the termination point of each dendrite is the most distal point of the dendrite raising the possibility that this method could undercount the number of intersections if dendrites curved back towards the soma, a situation highlighted by the authors (Gutierrez and Davies, 2007) . The relevance of this area varies with the test neuronal population. For example, with RGCs such as B-and D-type RGCs (Sun et al., 2002) . Additionally, analysis of cells with small somas may generate further error, since branching before the first 10 µm ring could be missed. The non-zero start to the Fast Sholl curve may be explained by the fact that this technique uses the number of primary dendrites indicated by the user as the starting value. This is likely to produce more error when analysing neurons with large soma diameters. Despite this, Fast
Sholl shows only a small amount of variation from the manual method (Fig. 3B ).
Simple Neurite Tracer may provide a solution to the aforementioned issue with analysing non-planar cells in 2D since Simple Neurite Tracer Sholl analysis is carried out using tracings which are not zprojected. Further errors in the Ghosh lab and Bitmap methods may therefore be masked somewhat in this study, which uses relatively planar RGCs.
Bitmap Sholl Analysis and Ghosh lab Sholl Analysis show significant undercounting (>20% over the first 200 µm) (Fig.s 2D-E) . Inaccuracies at the far right of the curve, indicated by a second peak, could generate misleading data in studies using dendritic pruning as a measure of cell health. Statistical analysis of the data supports the inaccuracies with Bitmap and Ghosh lab methods by demonstrating large percentage differences relative to the manual method. Bland-Altman plots suggest the presence of systematic errors, indicated by large limits of agreement, relative to the manual method, and the sporadic arrangement of data points in Fig.s 3C-D .
Comparison of image processing effects for Bitmap and Ghosh lab analyses suggests that although rasterisation of the image reduces clarity, use of a tracing image increases reproducibility. In addition, using the same type of image for all methods enables comparisons between methods to be made more confidently. Large undercounting using Ghosh lab analysis of direct bitmap images is likely due to the fact that this algorithm is designed to be used with cell tracings. It was noted that with the direct analysis of bitmap images, overcounting was noted with more densely branched cells Analysis of the Ghosh lab code indicates that errors may be generated by the value of the group count assigned on code line 445. The relationship between this fixed value and the Sholl count is unclear since correction to a group count of 1.0 resulted in an overestimation of dendrite complexity. It is suggested that the algorithms for Ghosh lab and Bitmap analyses be revised to remove the problem of undercounting. Importantly, Fiji is linked to GitHub (https://github.com/fiji), which allows rapid updating and code review, therefore bugs can be identified and following the fix all users will be updated with the correctly functioning version of each plugin. Unfortunately the limitation with using pixel boundary detection models, such as Bitmap and Ghosh lab, is that they are prone to errors. For example, if the image pixels and the boundary pixels are exactly perpendicular at the point of intersection the image pixels will not be detected, resulting in undercounting. Consequently, a better method would be to use a mathematical model, which defines the coordinates of each locus, thereby providing more accurate analysis.
In conclusion, this study validates the Simple Neurite Tracer Fiji plugin and supports the published validation of the Fast Sholl MATLAB script. We suggest amendments to the algorithms of the Fiji plugins Bitmap Sholl Analysis and Ghosh lab Sholl Analysis to remove the issue of undercounting. We propose that the artefacts to the right of the main peak may be due to generation of an image outline by Fiji rather than a bug in the plugin codes, and recommend the application of mathematical models for this type of analysis in the future. Our results highlight the importance of validation of automated techniques against the manual method, particularly in situations where remodelling of the dendritic arbours could occur, which might generate atypical configurations. 
